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PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT
This reference material is your source of information for the Whitewater Leader 3 workshop. It provides
the theoretical reference for the training process. Participating in the workshop is part of the certification
process in order to become a Whitewater Leader 3. This workshop will equally provide you with tools to
continue improving your teaching and leading skills. We therefore recommend that you save this Guide
and consult it regularly to ensure continuous improvement in your teaching and leading skills as well as
the courses you deliver.

NCCP Core Competencies
As you progress through the different modules, you will work on developing five core competencies that
will help you become a more effective instructor/leader and have a more meaningful impact on paddlers’
experience. The competencies are problem solving, valuing, critical thinking, leadership, and interaction.
Below are the competencies developed in the Whitewater Leader 3 sections of the workshop.

Learning Outcomes
After finishing this workshop, you will be able to take a critical look at your own leading skills. You will also
learn how to use several assessment tools that will enable you to keep working on your own to improve
your effectiveness as a leader. Each section has specific learning outcomes defined.

WHITEWATER LEADER 3 / INSTRUCTOR 3 PROGRAM
The Whitewater Leader 3 / Instructor 3 program is normally offered as a combined program. However, the
Whitewater Leader 3 program can be offered on its own to certify river leaders. Each program is offered
as a 2½ day course (including evaluation), but are offered together as a 3½ day course (including
evaluation).

Required Skills and/or Prerequisites for a Whitewater Leader 3
The required skills and/or prerequisites for a Whitewater Leader 3 - Instructor 3 are as follows:


Are knowledgeable, skilled, comfortable and safe paddling Grade III whitewater.



It is strongly recommended that Leaders possess a valid First Aid certification appropriate for the
group and location the trip/instruction will take place.



It is strongly recommended that Leaders possess a valid Swift Water Rescue certification (e.g.,
CKC Swift Water Rescue)



Effective communication, listening, presenting skills



Dynamic individual with good interpersonal skills



Organized and punctual



Plans, prepares, and follows up



Must be 18 years of age (participants can be “Trained” at age 16, but can’t be fully certified to
lead independent trips until age 18)

Evaluation
Upon completion of the L3 course, participants that meet the requirements will be considered “trained”.
To be “certified”, participants must attend an evaluation session. These sessions may occur at the end of
the course, at an event or festival, or scheduled individually.
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Evaluators for the program will be the LFs or MLFs. Ideally, the evaluation will be completed by an
independent LF (not the one running the course or affiliated with the candidate’s organization). But in
some regions this will not be possible.

Whitewater Kayak Leader 3
Leaders are responsible for leading kayak participants on river trips. They must adhere to the CKC
requirements outlined in this guide.
Certification remains valid for three paddling seasons and expire on Dec 31 of the third season.

Whitewater Kayak Instructor 3
Instructors are responsible for teaching and leading kayak participants. They must adhere to the CKC
requirements outlined in the Instructor 3 guide.
Certifications remain valid for three paddling seasons and expire on Dec 31 of the third season.

Learning Facilitator (LF)
Learning Facilitators are responsible for delivering the certification program to leader candidates. There is
an LF for each level in the CKC Kayak Program.
To become an LF an Instructor must have been certified at that level for a minimum of two years and
apply to their provincial body and national body. Additionally, they must attend an LF clinic where they
assist on an L3/I3 course and be observed conducting an additional L3/I3 program and receive a
recommendation by the LF or MLF running the program.

Master Learning Facilitator (MLF)
Master Learning Facilitators are responsible for the national program and for certifying the LFs. There will
be two MLF’s for each region. The MLF is responsible for maintaining an appropriate number of LFs
regionally to adequately offer the CKC program. The MLF is also responsible for keeping the LFs current
and up to date on the program. MLFs will meet every two years to review and update the program.
To become a MLF, an LF would apply to both the Provincial Body and National Body. LFs are generally
invited to become MLFs

Recertification
To maintain a Leader, Instructor, LF, or MLF certification, the instructor must remain active in the paddling
community. Leaders and Instructors must attend a recertification clinic once every three years to remain
current, or upgrade to a higher level of certification. Recertification cycle is as follows:


LFs must attend a regional LF symposium every three years



MLFs and LFs must teach a minimum of two courses in three years



MLFs must attend the national MLF symposium every two years

THE ROLE OF A KAYAKING INSTRUCTOR - LEADER
A kayaking instructor/leader is a highly-trained individual with a vast wealth of knowledge and experience
in the sport of whitewater kayaking. They are able to effectively communicate difficult concepts and make
learning in a whitewater environment fun while at the same time minimizing the risk to students.
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An instructor/leader teaches and leads under a mantle of professionalism. The use of appropriate
language and behavior is imperative at all times. To lose one’s cool as an instructor/leader instantly loses
the respect of students.
A kayak instructor/leader must accurately assess each students’ mental and physical limitations and be
able to vary the length of the instructional class/day or river run to avoid situations where the students
become frightened, cold, over-heated, bored, embarrassed, tired, frustrated or, at worst, injured.
An instructor/leader needs to be articulate and able to express himself/herself in a clear concise and
accurate manner. It is the unique challenge of an instructor/leader to present information in a way that is
interesting and fun.
Kayak instructors/leaders are responsible for choosing suitable paddling sites that will enhance the
student’s learning curve, while at the same time minimizing the inherent risks of whitewater. It is an
instructor/leader’s duty to protect the safety of each student on the course or river run.
An instructor/leader is considered to be a representative of the affiliation, club, school and/or company
where they are instructing or leading. The instructor is, in effect, an ambassador. The instructor/leader’s
ability to interact with students is a direct reflection upon the organization and is crucial to the success of
an instructor/leader.
Ultimately, the job of a kayak instructor/leader is to provide a safe and enjoyable learning experience.
In short, NO FUN = NO LEARNING
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CANOE KAYAK CANADA WHITEWATER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT MODEL - NCCP
PROGRAM
Competition Stream
Canoe Polo, Surf Kayak

Instruction Stream

Freestyle, Slalom, Wildwater

Community Sport
Recreational Whitewater Kayaking

HIGH PERFORMANCE
COACH 3 (CP or Surf)

HIGH PERFORMANCE COACH 3
(FS, SL, or WW)

CREEKING
SPECIALTY

International Level Athletes,
National Level Athletes

Olympic Team-Athletes, Senior
National Teams, Senior Development
Team, Junior National Teams, Elite
Masters

Expert
recreational
skills

KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 3 WW

KAYAK LEADER 3 WW

Advanced WW paddlers
Intermediate and advanced river
skills

Advanced leadership skills,
remote runs, map analysis, indepth research

Class III-IV

Safety Boaters, Guides
Class III-IV

Polo

Surf

Freestyle

Slalom

Wildwater

Advanced whitewater skills

DEVELOPMENT COACH 2
(CP or Surf)

DEVELOPMENT COACH 2
(FS, SL, or WW)

FREESTYLE
SPECIALITY

Provincial Level Athletes,
Club Level Athletes

Junior B Team, JR
Intermediate/Advanced Competitors,
SR Intermediate/Advanced
Competitors, Racing Masters Intermediate/Advanced

Recreational ,
Freestyle

Polo

Surf

Freestyle

Slalom

Wildwater

KAYAK LEADER 2 - RIVER

KAYAK LEADER 2 - RIVER

SWIFTWATER RESCUE

Develop leadership skills, group
management, logistics, rescue plans,
reach research

Develop leadership skills, group
management, logistics,rescue
plans, reach research

Hazard awareness, group
management, logistics,
rescue plans, reach research

Club Leaders

Club Leaders

All Paddlers

Class I-II

Class I-II

Class II

Intermediate whitewater skills

Any level of whitewater skills

INTRODUCTORY COACH (All competitive disciplines)
Flatwater and moving water, no rapids
All introductory competitors in all disciplines
Novice paddling and competitive skills

C-BOAT
SPECIALITY

COMMUNITY KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 1 - LAKE

Decked C-1
Decked C-2

Able to detect, correct ,and demonstrate

Flatwater (no current)

Intermediate Flatwater Skills

Legend:
Coach
Development

COMMUNITY KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 1 - POOL
Instructor
Development

Community Leader
Development

Prerequisite Paddling

Controlled supervised environment (pool or lakefront)

Skills

Assist participants to be introduced to the sport

START HERE

Note: Challenges to certification levels are implicit and to be defined for each certification.
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Whitewater Leader 3
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Whitewater Leader 3 level is to certify Leaders capable of organizing and leading
paddlers on rivers up to and including Class III.
Ratio: 1:6 Leader to Participant
With the support from another “trained” L3, the leader to participant ratio can be increased to 1:10.

NCCP CORE COMPETENCIES
As leaders progress through this module, they will work on developing five core competencies that will
help them become a more effective leader and have a more meaningful impact on paddlers’ experience.
Here are just some of the ways these competencies come into play in the Leader 3 workshop:

Problem-solving


Prepare a River Run (session).



Develop a Trip Plan including an Emergency Action Plan (EAP).

Valuing


Appreciate how a structured and organized session promotes a safe and fun learning
environment.



Appreciate the need to consider potential risk factors when planning a session.



Appreciate the importance of having an EAP.

Critical Thinking
Compare current knowledge, skills, and attitudes with the information provided in this manual.

Leadership
Develop strategies to manage time and resources, given the need for safety on the river.

Interaction


Work collaboratively with other Leaders to complete specific tasks.



Work with other Leaders to develop an EAP.
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LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this module, leaders will be able to organize and implement a whitewater kayaking
session involving a river run, know how to plan safe, fun sessions that meet their paddlers’ needs and
reflects the whitewater Long Term Paddler Development Model. In particular, they will be able to:


Explain the importance of logistics in the development of a session (river run).



Establish an appropriate structure for their sessions (river runs).



Plan a safe session involving a river run.



Provide support to paddlers during the session.



Establish and implement an EAP.



Choose the best option for running a section of river.



Implement their decision.



Perform river rescues (swimmer, kayak, paddle, gear).

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
Canoe Kayak Canada uses a competency-based training and education structure to deliver this program.
This means that during the program you will be evaluated on your skills and be provided with accurate
feedback on your abilities. You will be provided with resources and training in how to effectively lead trips
while other modules outline essential background information; safety, liability, leading a paddling group
and making ethical decisions.

EVALUATION
Upon completion of this course a Whitewater Leader 3 will be considered “trained”. To be “certified”, a
Whitewater Leader 3 must be evaluated leading real life participants. This may happen at the end of the
course, on a future course, or at a regional event. Each provincial MLF and association will ensure
opportunities to complete the certification process exist.
Ideally the evaluation will be completed by an independent LF (not the one running the course or
associated with the candidates’ organization). But in some regions this will not be possible.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES – WHITEWATER LEADER 3
Participants must meet performance objectives in the following areas:


Personal paddling skills that instill confidence in leading a Class III River Trip. Paddling Class III
with ease and demonstrating proficient skills including a solid whitewater roll.



Plan a trip.



Provide support to paddlers.



Lead a trip on a Class III river in a safe manner.
–

The River Trip must be with real life participants

–

The River Trip must be a min 3 hrs. long
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–

The Leader Candidate must spend a minimum of 1 hr leading through a series of 4-6
class III rapids.

–

Leader Candidate will demonstrate knowledge of: setting river safety, 2 different river
running strategies and 2 rescue procedures when dealing with swimmers (1 shore and 1
water based), completing the trip with a proper cool down and wrap up.
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Perform and Demonstrate Skills, Techniques, and Information


Selection, use, and maintenance of boats and equipment.



River Reading



Setting appropriate river rescue



Leading strategies / styles



Throw bag rescues



Boat rescues



Swimmer rescue

Know and be Able to Apply Essential Information


Leader roles and responsibilities



Risk management and safety issues



Site selection and session planning



Requirements for continued or further levels of certification



Make Ethical Decisions
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Leading on Class III
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Leading on Class III Rivers
Leading participants down class III rivers requires leaders to take a closer look at their planning, rescue
preparedness and participant skills.
It is very important to choose a river or section of river that is well suited to your participants’ experiences,
expectations and skills.
Equally important is the leaders’ experience and skills for the chosen run. A leader should be very
familiar with the run, knowing where the major rapids or hazards lie and where to scout or set safety.
Leadership on class III rivers is different than leading on class II in the following:


Technically more demanding



Longer sets of rapids, bigger drops (gradient), blind corners, obstacles with greater
consequences



More difficult decision-making process



More emphasis on setting up safety and rescue procedures



How to identify what will be seen from the boat ? How to pick out features from the water.



Rescues are more difficult, require more skill and are more dangerous



Swims can be longer

To effectively lead on Class III rivers, a leader’s river reading skills need to be more finely tuned.


Boat reading (horizon line, identification of features, water depth, underwater hazards)



Scouting from shore – connecting to what you will see from your boat



Review river signals (specific for key features)



Identify different lines

Group management becomes more difficult on Class III rivers. The river is running faster and a group
can quickly get spread out, especially if there is a swimmer. It is important to use numerous strategies to
safely and effectively move the group down river in a timely manner.
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Trip Planning / Emergency
Action Plan
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Trip Planing
For any trip, no matter how long or short, a leader must create a Trip Plan. This planning shows that you
have carefully considered the stretch of river you wish to take your participans on. Taking into account,
their experience and skills as well as the goal of the trip.
A wriiten trip plan can be simple with just an outline, or complex with great detail. The key to any trip plan
is to analyze where you will go, where the put in and take out are, identify rapids, identify hazards,
identify the emergency exits, how long it will take and what equipment will be required.
Part of the trip planning process is included or duplicated in the Emergency Action Plan. The Trip Plan
should include more details on the actual trip.
A blank Trip Plan forn is included in the manual for your use.
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Canoe Kayak Canada
River Trip Plan

Location

Date

Put in

Take out

Trip leader

Assist. Leader

Participant’s Name

Age

Skill Level

RIVER SAFETY TALK: Before you begin teaching, make sure you cover the following:
Equipment (Gear check): Does everyone have a paddle, skirt, PFD, and kayak? Is gear put on properly
(PFDs zipped and helmets clipped). Are float bags inflated?
Signals: Discuss whistle, paddle, and verbal signs, and remind paddlers that they must return signals
when they have understood (okay – okay)
Hazards: Wood, rocks, holes, and others specific to your site
Group structure: Remind paddlers that there is a lead and a sweep kayak, and to maintain proper
spacing between paddlers for each rapid (to be addressed on the river)
Ropes: Grab the rope with your hands and do not wrap around you
Swim:


Show them the defensive swim position, feet and bum up, looking downstream, ferry to shore



Tell them not to stand until they touch the shore



Tell them to hang onto their gear



If there’s a swimmer, others to stay where they are (in an eddy) or head to the closest eddy
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Sample Trip Planning Sheet
Trip date:
Length/Time:

River / Section
Location:

Equipment needed:
Description of River:

River Rapids / Hazards :

Risk factors/safety guidelines to give to paddlers:

Debrief / Cool Down:
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Emergency Action Plan (EAP)
WHAT IS AN EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN?
An Emergency Action Plan (EAP) is a plan leaders design to help them respond to emergency situations.
Preparing such a plan in advance will help you respond in a responsible and clear-headed way if an
emergency occurs. An EAP is simply a pre-formulated idea of what you need to know if things were to go
wrong while on the river.
Transport Canada requires an EAP to be prepared for the river, facility or site where you normally hold
practices and for any river, facility or site where you host your instruction or river runs.
An EAP can be simple or elaborate. It should cover the following:


Designate in advance who is in charge if an emergency occurs (this may be you).



Have a cellular phone or VHF radio with you and make sure the battery is fully charged. If this is
not possible, find out the exact location of a telephone you can use at all times. Have spare
change in case you need to use a pay phone.



Have emergency telephone numbers with you (facility manager, superintendent, fire, police,
ambulance), as well as paddlers’ contact numbers (parents/guardians, next of kin, family doctor).



Have on hand a medical profile for each paddler so that this information can be provided to
emergency medical personnel. Include in this profile signed consent from the parent/guardian to
authorize medical treatment in an emergency.



Prepare directions for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) to follow to reach the site as quickly as
possible. You must include information such as the closest major intersection; trail heads, or
major landmarks.



Have a first-aid kit accessible and properly stocked at all times (all leaders are required to pursue
appropriate first-aid training).



Designate in advance a call person: the person who makes contact with medical authorities and
otherwise assists the person in charge. Be sure that your call person can give emergency
vehicles precise directions to your location on the river, the facility or practice site.

When an injury occurs, the EAP should be activated immediately if the injured person:


Is not breathing



Does not have a pulse



Is bleeding profusely



Has impaired consciousness



Has injured the back, neck, or head



Has a visible major trauma to a limb
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Emergency Action Plan Checklist
Access to telephones

Directions to access the
site and the river
(throughout run)

Paddler information

Personnel information



Phone, battery well charged



Practice venues



Race venues



River runs



List of emergency phone numbers



Change available to make phone calls from a pay phone



Accurate directions to river and site (practice)



Accurate directions to emergency access points



Accurate directions to key or major river sites



Personal profile forms



Emergency contacts



Medical profiles



The person in charge is identified



The call person is identified



Assistants (charge and call persons) are identified

Note:
The medical profile of each paddler should be up-to-date and be in the first-aid kit. Your first-aid kit must
be accessible at all times and must be checked regularly.

Sample Emergency Action Plan
Included is the suggested EAP you should carry with you while on the river, be it on your local practice
site or during river outings. This EAP form is used as a quick visual reminder of the steps needed to
follow during an emergency situation. All leaders should have established a detailed EAP for the venues
they paddle on. When developing an EAP for your local venues or regular river runs, it is highly
recommended to practice emergency situation simulations in order to develop better knowledge of the
environment and hazards you will be exposed to as well as to familiarize leaders and paddlers with the
steps below.
An emergency action plan is not a substitute for prudent planning or proper risk management while on or
off the river.
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Steps to Follow When an Injury Occurs
Note: Not all injuries require activation of EAP. It is important that leaders properly assess the situation
to ensure the safety of all paddlers involved.
Step 1: Control the environment so that no further harm occurs


Ensure you are immobilized in a safe area



Stop all other paddlers in a safe area (ideally an eddy with access to an evacuation route)



Extraction of dangerously pinned or entrapped and submerged paddlers automatically activates
EAP



Extraction of injured paddler may be required. If so, do an initial assessment before activating
EAP.

Step 2: Do an initial assessment of the situation: If the paddler:


Is not breathing



Does not have a pulse



Is bleeding profusely



Has impaired consciousness



Has injured the back, neck or head



Has a visible major trauma to a limb



Cannot move his or her arms or legs or has lost feeling in them

If the paddler does not show the signs above, proceed to Step 3
Step 3: Do a second assessment of the situation


Gather the facts by talking to the injured paddler as well as anyone who witnessed the incident



Stay with the injured paddler and try to calm him or her; your tone of voice and body language are

Step 4: Assess the injury


Have someone with first-aid training complete an assessment of the injury and decide how to
proceed.



If the person trained in first aid is not sure of the severity of the injury or no one present has firstaid training, activate EAP.



If the assessor is sure the injury is minor, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5: Control the return to activity
Allow paddler to return to activity after a minor injury only if there is no:


Swelling



Deformity



Continued bleeding



Reduced range of motion



Pain when using injured part
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Step 6: Record the injury on an accident report form and inform the parents/guardians if the
paddler is less than 18.
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RIVER MAPS FOR EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
All river leaders must have a basic knowledge of the rivers they are paddling. Here is a list of symbols
and details that should be found on the EAP river maps.
River Access Points
♦

Put-in and take out: place this symbol where you can put in and take out on the river

][

Bridge: indicate any road crossings

]d

Dam

—

Paved road: indicate nearby roads including name or number

–

Dirt road: indicate nearby roads including name or number

…

Trail: Indicate trail details including name or number.

−+

Railway tracks: Indicate railway tracks nearby.

Special Hazards:
[w

Waterfall: Indicate height of waterfall ( ex. [ W→10m)

…p

Portage: Indicate portage trail on the side of the river and include the distance of the portage (ex. P
100m)

<///

Difficult rescue area(s): Indicate difficult rescue area(s) on the river. For example any canyons or
cliffs make evacuation difficult if no trails reach the riverside. To indicate these areas, use the < to
delineate the zone on the side of the river and place stripes on the inside of the delineation.
Others may be indicated by a small caption or footnote. (i.e.glass on trail during portage)

River Classification:
=>R

Rapid: To indicate these areas, use the = across the section of the river that has rapids. Then use
the ∠ to delineate the zone on the side of the river and RI to RVI on the outside corner of the
delineation to indicate the difficulty.

>S Sil

Then use the ∠ to delineate the zone on the side of the river and SI to SVI on the outside corner of
the delineation to indicate the difficulty.

→

Direction of water flow is indicated by the arrow pointing downstream.

Other Important Details:
→H

Direction to hospital: Use the→ and H to indicate the route to follow.

→PH

Pay phone: Place either PH on the site where a phone may be found or →PH if it is found following
a certain direction.

♥

Evacuation options: Include a brief description of conditions when not already specified by the map
(e.g., steep incline leads to ...)

As mentioned above, an emergency action plan is not a substitute for prudent planning or proper risk
management while on or off the river. As an instructor/leader or leader you are responsible for the safety
of your group. You also have the responsibility to indicate to your group where they can access your EAP
form while on or off the river. This information will be useful in any emergency situation you are dealing
with or if you are the victim in an emergency situation.
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Canoe Kayak Canada Whitewater
Emergency Action Plan Form

Location:

Date:

Time in:

Time out:

Trip leader:

Assist. leader:

First aid leader:

1.

2.

Comm. leader:

1.

2.

Map of River and Surroundings
River Access Points

Special Hazards

River Classification & Other

♦

Put-in and take out

[w

Waterfall

=>R

Rapid (e.g., RI to RVI)

][

Bridge

…p

Portage

>S Sil

Include SI to SVI

]d

Dam

<///

Difficult rescue area(s)

→

Direction of water flow

—

Paved road

–

Dirt road

→H

Direction to hospital

…

Trail

→PH

Pay phone

−+

Railway tracks

♥

Evacuation (include description)

Others (e.g., glass on trail)

Place image of map here.
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Participants:
Name

Medical Issues

ECP & Contact Numbers

License Plate Number

Location of Keys

Vehicles:
Make/Model

In case of emergency, follow these steps:
1.

Ensure you are safe

2.

Ensure no others are in danger

3.
4.

All paddlers stop and gather



Extract victim

5.
6.

Stabilize victim (use soap notes)



Check level of consciousness



Check ABCs



Open airway



Check breathing



Check circulation (pulse)



Stabilize c-spine



DISABILITY (NEUROLOGICAL)



Check for trauma and exposure to extremities



Hospital



Paddling Organization



Parks



Forestry



Paddler in need of care



Required gear

7.

Treat victim as required (first aid kits)

8.

Emergency contact - 911 (or other name,
number, address)

9.

Location of CELL/SAT phones (number,
owner, location

10. Evacuation - preparation of

11. Group maintenance
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Canoe Kayak Canada - Whitewater
Plan a Session Template

Location:

Date:

Time in:

Time out:

Trip leader:

Assist. leader:

Actions to Take While Leading - Checklist
Step 1 - Planning


Waivers and Medical Forms – Are they filled out? Did you read them?



Weather – What are the predictions – Temperature, precipitation and wind.



Paddlers – How many are paddling.



Ensure that activities are appropriate for paddlers’ age, fitness, and ability level.



Ensure that the session starts with a warm-up and that the activities include a reasonable
progression and challenge for the paddlers.



Common sense – Use it!

Step 2: Emergency action plan


Is your EAP prepared and accessible. Does your group know where to find it?

Step 3: Inspecting equipment and facilities


Kayak, paddle, PFD, helmet, first aid kit, rope with river knife, rescue gear, phone (if possible).



Take an inventory of collective and individual equipment.



Assess the level and safety of the river. (Refer to river guides and water levels.)



Identify environmental, equipment and facilities, framework and human risk factors.



Ensure that paddlers wear their protective equipment and that it is properly adjusted and in good
condition.

Step 4: Informing paddlers and parents


Inform paddlers (and parents when dealing with minors) of the risks inherent in the run.



River Safety Talk – Did you cover all the points (see River Safety Talk for more information)? .



When explaining a section during a river run highlight potential risks.



Example: There is a class 3 ledge around the bend, we will get out and scout at a specific eddy on
river left.
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Step 5: Supervising activities


Ensure that the paddlers/leader ratio is within provincial safety standards.



Keep in mind that paddlers need constant supervision. Stop all activities when you have to leave
your kayak or delegate responsibility for the group to a competent person.



Look for signs of fatigue and aggression in paddlers; if necessary, stop the river run.
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River Safety Talk
A river safety talk is required by Transport Canada and should cover the following
main points:

Equipment

Signals

Hazards

Group structure

Ropes
Swim



Do you have all your gear? (e.g., paddle, skirt, pfd, kayak).



Is it adjusted (PFD and helmets zipped and clipped)?



Are the float bags inflated?



Did you cover whistle, paddle and verbal signals?



Remind paddlers they must return signals when they have understood. (ok
– ok)



Wood, rocks, holes, others specific to your site.



Remind paddlers there is a lead and sweep kayak and proper kayak
spacing for each rapid (to be addressed on the river).



Grab them, with your hands, do not wrap around you.



Defensive swim position.



Hang on to gear.



Others to stay in/go to eddy.



No standing until touching shore.

Are we ready? Any questions?
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Log Book
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LOG BOOK
As a leader, it is important to keep a log of all your whitewater activities. This log book will allow you to
gain knowledge about the rivers you’ve paddled on, as well as keep a record of your whitewater
experiences. To use this tool, fill out each column with the information at hand. To add more details, use
the trip report form. Remember, the best way to learn how to paddle, lead and teach is getting out on
different rivers and paddling.
Here are a few added details about each column:


Number, date, and duration: Write a number for each trip. This will give you a quick reference #
for a subsequent trip report if need be and a quick tally of how many runs you have done. Include
the date you paddled as well as the time it took to run the section. Always use the same order
when writing date and time, this way you will not question yourself later on as to what exactly was
written.



Site: Include the name of the river you paddled on. Include put-in and take-out information. If
there are particular shuttle details add them here.



Section: Write the name of the section paddled.



Distance: Write the distance paddled in km.



Equipment: Write down which kayak your were in, and what particular gear you had with you
(e.g., cold weather gear).



Water conditions: Include water levels as well as temperature.



Weather conditions: Write what temperature it is outside as well as details on wind chill or
humidex.



Responsibilities: Are you a leader, instructor, assistant instructor/leader or even a student or
paddler. Include what task you have as either a lead or sweep boat, second (in the middle
somewhere) or even scout for a section.

The Log Book and Trip Report tools are merely examples of what you may wish to use in order to track
your whitewater experiences. Some clubs, schools and outfitters provide their own forms when you teach
or lead for them. The idea here is to track what you have done in a succinct and reader friendly way.
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Log Book Example
LOG #, DATE
& DURATION
01
2008/06/18
4 hours

SITE PUT-IN
& TAKE-OUT
Rouge river
Azur &
7 Sisters
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SECTION
7 Sisters

DISTANCE
6.5 km
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EQUIPMENT

WATER
CONDITIONS

LL Trigger dry
top, board
shorts

110 cms cold –
not spring
conditions
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WEATHER
CONDITIONS
Hot, 24C
No wind, low
humidity

RESPONSIBILITIES
Assistant leader,
Sweep boat

LOG #, DATE
& DURATION

SITE PUT-IN
& TAKE-OUT
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WEATHER
CONDITIONS

RESPONSIBILITIES

LOG #, DATE
& DURATION

SITE PUT-IN
& TAKE-OUT
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WEATHER
CONDITIONS

RESPONSIBILITIES

CANOE KAYAK CANADA
WHITEWATER TRIP REPORT

Location:

Date:

Put-in:

Duration:

Take-out

Distance:

Site:

Section:

Equipment:
Water Conditions:
Weather Conditions:
Trip Leader:

Assistant Leader:

Responsibilities:
Weather Conditions:
Participants (names, kayak paddled)

Trip Details (point form)
Key Points:

Location:

Key Points:

Events

Timeline

Time/Activity:

Other Details:
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SAMPLE ACCIDENT REPORT FORM
Date of Report: _______/_________/_________
Patient Information
Last Name:

First Name:

Street Address:

City:

Postal Code:

Phone:

Email:

Age:

Sex:

M

F

(

)

Height:

DOB: ____/_____/_____

Weight:

Known medical conditions/allergies:

Incident Information
Date and Time of Incident

Time of First Intervention

Time of Medical Support Arrival

_____/_____/_____

____ :_____ AM

____ :_____ AM

PM

PM

dd

mm

yyyy

FIRST RESPONDER’S DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT: What and where it took place, what were the
signs and symptoms of the patient.

PATIENT’S DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT: (see above)

EVENT AND CONDITIONS: What was the event during which the incident took place, location of
incident, surface quality, light, weather, etc.

ACTIONS TAKEN/INTERVENTION:

After treatment, the patient was:



Sent
home



Sent to
hospital/ clinic



Returned to
activity

Sample Accident Report Form (con’t…)
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First Responder Information
Last Name:

First Name:

Street Address:

City:

Postal Code:

Phone:

Email:

Age:

Role (Coach, assistant, parent, official, bystander, therapist):

Witness Information (someone who observed the incident and the response, but not first responder
Last Name:

First Name:

Street Address:

City:

Postal Code:

Phone:

Email:

Age:

Other Comments or Remarks:

Form Completed By: (please print)
Name:
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